ABCD Pedal

ABCD Pedal
oad Rage Pro-Gear Kit.
y parts such as Neutrik jacks and
Taiwan Blue switches so you know you are building
high-end pro gear that will last for many, many years.
Enjoy...
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Parts List:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1/4 inch TS Jacks (mono) - 5
3PDT footswitch - 3
LED - 3
LED Bezel with nut - 3
LED Plastic holder - 3
2.2K Resistor - 3
Hookup Wire - 1
AC Jack with nut - 1
Deluxe Pre-drilled Road Rage aluminum enclosure - 1

Please make sure that all parts are in the kit before you start to build.
This is kit is intended for persons over the age of 18.
Required Tools:
Soldering Iron
Solder
Wire Cutters/Trimmers
Needle Nose Pliers
Adjustable Wrench or Socket
Philips Screw Driver
A few quick tips to make your build easier and more fun:
Give your self the time and the room to work.
Make sure your work area and Soldering Iron are clean.
If you are new to soldering be extremely careful, the iron gets very hot and can cause serious burns.
We are not responsible for any injuries that may occur while building or using this product.
Work in a well ventilated area.
Don't rush, enjoy the project...
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Step One - Installing the LED's

dia. 1

Plastic Holder

As you work through the kit remember that you are working on
the pedal upside down/inside out so you might get disorientated as
to what goes where. All the instructions are from your point of view
as you look into the enclosure.
A) Install the metal LED Bezels and carefully put the LED in the
plastic holder and gently push into the metal LED Bezel.
B) Install the AC Adator Jack.

dia. 2

LED

The LED has a polarity so make sure you wire it correctly.
The longer lead on the LED is the Positive (+).
See Dia 2.
Take the positive Leads of the LEDs and gently bend them so they are on a
90∞angle, (as shown in Dia 4). Now solder a wire from the POSITIVE Terminal
on the AC Jack (as shown in Dia 3) to the POSITIVE Leads on the LEDs.
Do not let any of the leads or the wire touch the enclosure, trim the remaining
part of the (+) LED leads to keep the lead from touching anything. You can also
apply a piece of electrical tape under the soldered area for added insulation.
See Dia 4. for the proper wiring.

(ñ)
(+)

dia. 3

DC Plug
Ground
Contact

Postive
Contact
To Battery Postive
If applicable.

DO NOT cut the (-) lead yet, you will need to solder a resistor to it later.
DO NOT apply any power to the LEDís yet, you will burn them out with out
the resistors in place.

dia. 4
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Step Two - Installing the 1/4î TS Jacks
When installing the Jacks make sure the Ground contacts are facing straight toward you.
When you have the all the Jacks installed all the contacts should be facing exactly the same way.
(as shown in Dia 5) The Jacks will be wired after the switches are installed.
Please note: Dia. 5 shows a lot of extra space between the Jacks, however, this is not the case in the
real pedal, it is a very tight fit so you need to make sure that all the Jacks are facing as discribed above
or you will have a very difficult time soldering them.

Ground
(ñ)

Tip (slightly longer)
(+)

D - OUT

C - OUT

B - OUT

A - OUT

dia.. 5

B OUT

MAIN IN
This Jack
is on the side wall
of the bottom section
of the enclosure.

A OUT

C or D OUT
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Step Three - Wire the Switches
You may find it easier the wire the switches before you install them into
the enclosure, if you do, make sure the hookup wires will be long
enough before you cut and solder them to the switch.

You may find it easier to wire the switch before you install it into
the enclosure, if you do, make sure the hookup wires will be long
enough before you cut and solder them to the switch.

Holes facing this way,
it doesn't matter which
side as long as the holes
are facing you.

Postion the switch so the holes
in the contacts are facing you.

Follow Dia. 9 for the wiring procedure. Wire one switch at a time and carefully match the wiring diagram.
Double check that all the wires are going to the correct Jacks and to the correct contacts. Make sure no
wires are shorting out. If you wire something wrong at this stage your looper will not work correctly.
**Remember you are working with the pedal upside down.

After you finish the wiring shown on the next page,
postion the top into the bottom section as shown here
and wire the Main IN Jack.
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Now your wiring should look something like Dia 9.
Make sure no exposed wires are touching and the Resistors and LEDs leads are
protected from all the wires and the sides of the enclosure.

(+)

D - OUT

C - OUT

B - OUT

A - OUT

Dia 9.

(+)

(+)

(+)

B OUT
To MAIN IN
On Bottom Section
(+)
(-)

A OUT

C or D OUT
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Step Five: Testing
Before putting the enclosure together, insert a 9 volt power supply into the AC Jack, most standard 9 volt
power adaptors should work fine. Some LEDís may come on as soon as you apply power, some may
need the switch to be pushed. If the LEDís donít light up, double check the wiring to the AC Jack, LED and Switch.
Once they are all working, try the True Bypass effects loops.

A - OUT

B - OUT

C - OUT

D - OUT

Plug some effects pedals into the loops, make sure they're are hooked up in the correct Send/ Return sequence.
If you've wired everything correctly your looper switches should be turning on/off the effects loop circuit.
The effect pedal you use will always be turned on but will not be in the signal chain when the looper switch is off.

9volt
Negative Pin

Any 9 volt adaptor similar to
1SPOT Godlyke Boss

B - OUT
LED ON
With C is Active

A - OUT

MAIN SIGNAL IN

C or D - OUT

Trouble Shooting:
If you are having problems, before you contact our tech support please double check your wiring to make
sure you are following the wiring diagrams. The main culprits for non-functioning electronics are usually bad
or cold solder joints and wires grounding out. Please make sure all your solder joints look clean and no
wires are grounding out.

Optional Finishing Touches
Our aluminum enclosures look awesome the way they are but you may want to add your own graphics
or paint job. If you do, we would love see what you come up with. We will post the coolest looking
custom jobs on our website.
We hope you enjoyed building your ROAD RAGE pro-gear True Bypass Effect Looper, we are sure you
will have years and years of solid use from your Road Rage product.
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Click into
www.ROADRAGEprogear.com
to check out all our guitar enhancement gear!

All ROAD RAGE Pro-Gear Kits and documentation are the intellectual property of Road Rage Pro-Gear and are to be used
soley by the purchaser of the kit and or documentation. You may not share this information in whole or in part with any
third party with out the written consent of Road Rage pro-gear. All Rights Reserved - Copyright© 2009

